To: District Engineers

From: Carol T. Rawson, P.E., Director Traffic Operations Division

Subject: D&OM (3)-15B, D&OM (5)-15 and D&OM (6)-15 Standard Sheets

The revised D&OM standard sheets issued on March 16, 2015 substantially reorganized the information and moved some of the figures to tabular form resulting in the elimination of several figures. The removal of these figures has caused some confusion. We have therefore, created two new sheets D&OM(5)-15 and D&OM(6)-15. The new sheets contain the figures that were removed from the previous version of the D&OM standards. No changes are made to the delineation requirements with the addition of these figures.

D&OM(3) has also been modified by deleting a row in the Delineator and Object Marker Application table with the condition “Other Longitudinal Barriers less than 2 feet from travel lane” to allow flexibility to delineate any other types of barriers based on site-specific needs. Additionally, the row with the condition “Bridge Rail (steel or concrete) and Metal Beam Guard Fence” has been clarified by adding “or CTB” to be consistent with the figures.

These standard sheets will be applicable to all new construction projects beginning with the December 2015 letting.

The D&OM(3)-15B, D&OM(5)-15 and D&OM(6)-15 standard sheets are available in MicroStation and PDF formats at the following web address: http://www.dot.state.tx.us/insddot/orgchart/cmd/cserve/standard/toc.htm.

If you have any questions, please contact Michael Chacon at (512) 320-3135 or me at (512) 416-3200.
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